Waterwheel Class Supply List
There is a little bit of pre-cutting of fabrics that must happen before class.
Also please have your papers cut too; this will help to make sure that our
class time is as productive as possible. Please begin preparing for class
several weeks in advance to make sure that you are familiar with your pattern
and can complete the pre-cutting before arriving.
Fabric Selection: Please refer to the yardage on the back of this class supply
sheet for the required fabric amounts.
Preparing your Foundation Papers: Please read and follow the instructions for
“General Information For Foundation Papers and Templates and Template
Layout Sheets” at the bottom of page two.
Note: PLEASE PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION THAT YOU DO NOT CONFUSE FOUNDATION PAPERS WITH TEMPLATE LAYOUT
SHEETS.



Foundation Papers: These are the foundations that you will sew the fabric directly onto. These need to be
trimmed leaving a 1/8’ border. Do Not cut the individual units apart.
Template Layout Sheets: The template layout sheets are used to cut your fabric. You will cut through these
templates when you cut certain parts of your fabric. These need to be trimmed leaving a 1/16” border and used
per the directions in the pattern.

The following items will be used in class:
 Sewing Machine with a Quarter-inch foot
 Medium Size Cutting Mat
 Rotary Cutter
 Size 70 Needles
 Approximately 3”x12” piece of template plastic (used for folding, can be cut from a full sized sheet)
 Scissors
 Seam Ripper
 12” Add-a-Quarter Ruler
 Fabric Glue Pen – (Fons & Porter Sewline Glue Stick will work well)
 Washable Glue Stick (UHU is the brand I use, but any washable glue will work like Elmer’s)
 Purple Thang (Optional)
 Ruler
 High Quality Cotton Sewing Thread
 Pattern
 Flower Pins
 Binder Clips (These are the office supply binder clips that you can purchase at Wal-Mart)
 Ziploc Bags
You may want to check out the following sites prior to selecting fabrics. There are many samples, slide shows and colorchanging quilts available for you to enjoy.
Quiltworx: www.quiltworx.com
Quiltworx Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/quiltworx
Please feel free to contact if you have any questions or concerns, you can reach me at: madisonjodie@yahoo.com.

Fabric Requirements for Waterwheel
Please Note: In this quilt there are three rounds, and each round needs two different fabrics.
There should be lots of contrast between the two fabrics that you pick for each round. The
first round is the very center of the quilt, the four blocks that make the circle of geese. The
second round is the middle round, the squares that border the center circle of geese, and
then you finally have the outside round the last round. The outside round has two different
blocks including the circling geese in all four corners and the blocks with the diagonal lines.
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Cut (2)10" squares from each fabric.
Please label these fabrics as round one.

Cut (4)10" squares from each fabric.
1
 Cut (2) 6 " squares from each fabric.
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 Please label these fabrics as round two.


Cut (6)10" squares from each fabric.
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 Cut (1) 2 " 𝑥 42" strip from each fabric.
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Cut (2)1 4 " 𝑥 42" strips from each fabric
 Please label these fabric as round three
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Cut (4) 2 4 x 42" strips for the outside border.

